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Preface: The Birth of Modern Chinese Design

First Section: Chronology of Modern Chinese Design

First Stage: 1842~1895: The Westernization Movement in Late Qing; the Emergence of State organized Design Education in the Production of Military Hardware

Second Stage: 1896~1918: The Emergence of the Design Industry in the context of the development of Private Industrial Enterprise and Business Sector; the Revolution of 1911; National Goods Movement; Industrial Enterprise and the Birth of Modern Chinese Design

Third Stage: 1919~1926: The Rise of Design Profession at a Time Pursuing Scientific and Democratic reform; the Development of the Design Industry under the Lead of the New Culture Movement and the National Goods Movement

Fourth Stage: 1927~1936: meeting the World Standard: Modernist Design in China; the Establishment of the Nanking Government; the Promotion of Design by Students Returned from foreign Countries


Second Section: Case Study of Modern Chinese Design

- 1 Pre-modern representation of the world invaded by foreign ‘objects’
- 2 The progress of modernization reflected in book design
- 3 ‘Patriotic’ Advertisements in Chinese newspaper
- 4. Design: Imitation or marketing strategy: a history of Electric fan manufacturing in China
• 5. The birth of modern life patterns: exhibition design in China (1851-1929)
• 6. The modern urban life revealed in Chinese cinemas (1920s to 1930s)
• 7. The birth of modern design theories: a reflection on the works of Liang Si-cheng (1901-1972)

Conclusion: Liang Sicheng’s Studies of Chinese Architecture and Modern Chinese Design
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